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Story

A young girl uses dance to balance the ups and downs of
foster care, challenging expectations and pushing the
boundaries, to define for herself the meaning of family.

Creators Statement
Viktory started as a letter that I wrote to my birth mother as a child. I barely remembered her, but the way I
imagined her was powerful, a refuge and a crutch during difficult times in my childhood. I wrote mama letters, not
because I wanted to be taken away from my parents, but because their very existence made it impossible to ignore
the truth: I could become unwanted.
The fear that at any moment those I loved could change their minds about loving me hung over every second of my
childhood. I had to fight, well into adulthood, for peace of mind, and for a sense of self strong enough to withstand the
truth that every kind of love would come and go except for that which I granted myself. I wrote a second letter as an
adult, this time to the parents who had adopted and loved me imperfectly. And from that letter the concept for this
series was born.
Viktory is a story for all of anyone who has ever been left behind, about love, and about how to love yourself; and for
anyone who has ever loved someone or something broken, with no clue how the pieces go together. So all of us.
- Writer/Executive Producer
Kimberly Wehr

“Stepping hurts, but Mama always said that we could
find victory in every step we took.” –Viktory Hill

Production
Shot on Chicago’s West side in March of 2019, the proof for Viktory was a true coming together of creative minds and local talent.
Born in Chicago with deep familial ties, it was important that Viktory look and feel like it was happening in the house next door.
Putting together the proof for the series was in a lot of ways a lifetime in the making for writer and executive producer Kimberly Wehr, whose
childhood experiences in foster care serve as inspiration for the series. An award-winning writer, and film enthusiast, Kimberly always knew
she was going to write ‘this story’ at some point in her career.
Still, Viktory underwent several edits before becoming the now award-winning pilot that it is today. Using her experience as a production
assistant and freelance filmmaker, she began drawing a team together to bring the series to life, starting with a proof of concept. Her sister,
Kiara Wolfe was the first to hop on board followed quickly by director Stephanie Jeter and producer Dre Robinson. Together, they formed a
vision for the proof with high production quality as a focal point. Even in the form of a short, they wanted Viktory to stand proudly on its own
and capture the beauty of imagination.
As other creative individuals came onto the project and embraced the unique narrative, the team came to symbolize something powerful.
Everyone above the line was a person of color, and it was the first film Kimberly had ever worked on where almost all of them were women.
On top of personal savings, Kimberly rose funds for production through a successful crowd funding campaign on Seed & Spark and securing
private investment in the series.
Viktory finished post in December of 2019 and will begin screening online in fall of 2020.

Writer/Executive Producer Bio
Kimberly was born in Chicago and raised in West Chicago IL. Not to be confused with
the west side of Chicago (it happens). She is one of 15 siblings, which makes for
great stories. "Viktory" is grounded in her personal experiences in foster care and
being raised by parents of a different race. She started her writing career
scribbling poems and short stories in journals and never stopped. Her love of the
arts extended to high school and college theater, but finding limited roles out there
for black women, she is focused now on creating the roles she would have liked to
play. She has enjoyed many years as a production assistant on independent
productions as, “Eyelash”, “Fences”, and “Melody”, among others, and has recently
branched out into creating her own work through her own production company,
ReelOddity. "Viktory" is her first solo production.

Director Bio
Stephanie Jeter is an award-winning filmmaker from Chicago. Her latest
project, "Searching for Isabelle", is currently touring North America and will be
available on Amazon Prime in early 2019. Stephanie's body of work is comprised
of projects which have strong and complex women of color at its center. She
was instantly enamored with "Viktory" because of its well-written characters
and unique perspective on transracial adoption. She's excited to be on the
"Viktory" team, and can't wait to bring this story to audience across the
globe.As Director, Stephanie played a key role in bringing the concept of Viktory
to life on the screen.

Producer Bio
Dre Robinson is a writer, director, producer, and editor who was born and
raised in Chicago. He started his career in theatre, working with some of the
top theatre companies in the world including The Goodman Theatre, The Second
City, and Congo Square Theatre Company. With over 20 years of experience,
Dre has produced a number of film and theatrical productions. He has worked
with Nike, NBA, World Basketball Association, Wells Fargo, and Fisk
University. He studied theatre at USC and film at Columbia College Chicago.
Dre’s passion for film started when he was a child. “Ever since my mom took
me out of school to go see Raiders of the Lost Ark, I knew that I wanted to be
apart of this magical world”.

Producer Bio
Kiara Wolfe is a Chicago based actress and co-founder of Reel
Oddity. As a creative producer she is committed to stories
that challenge and highlight unheard voices. Kiara works to
encourage dialogue about traumatic healing and authentic
storytelling.

Cinematographer Bio
Ashley O'Shay is a freelance DP and documentarian based in
Chicago, IL, whose work focuses on illuminating marginalized
voices. She has produced work for national brands, including
Lifetime, Ford Motor Company, Boost Mobile, KQED, and
STATE Bags. Most recently, she filmed the Chicago episode of
KQED’s “If Cities Could Dance,” garnering over 600K views on
social and web. Her work also appeared in the criticallyacclaimed Lifetime docuseries Surviving R. Kelly. Currently,
she is directing Unapologetic, a feature-length documentary
that serves as an intimate peek into the Movement for Black
Lives in Chicago through the experiences of two young, Black
queer women.

Choreographer Bio
Jamy is a native of Lubbock, Texas and enjoyed a thirteen-year
career with Hubbard Street Dance Chicago – first with
founder Lou Conte, then under the direction of Jim Vincent.
He then joined Nederlands Dans Theater in The Hague for
three years. Jamy became a member of The Cambrians, a
global dance production network, for The Nexus Project:
Autumn and Jamy. He has performed in several Lyric Opera
Chicago productions as well as with The Goodman Theater.
He has been teaching master classes in ballet, jazz and
contemporary movement throughout the United States and
has loved setting HSDC repertoire on universities in the US
and Canada. Jamy holds a BFA in dance performance from
Oklahoma City University

Cast Bios
Jaqueline Dasilva as Viktory Hill
Jaqueline Dasilva is an American child actress. She was born in 2007 in
Chicago, Illinois. Jaqueline began her career at age 1 as a child model working
for American Girl, ToysRus, Chelsea and Scott, and the Land of Nod. She also
appeared in commercials for companies such as McDonald's, Kraft, Kmart,
Kimberly Clark, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and Cox Communication. Between
2016 and 2017, she was part of the Lyric Opera of Chicago production of The
Magic Flute, and Il Trovatore. In 2019, Jaqueline landed the role of "Paulanne,"
the on-screen daughter of Dr. Kevin Christy (John Cusack) in the Amazon
Prime TV series "Utopia.“
Tsage Roberts as Marcee Hill
Child actor and model for TV, Film, Voice-Over, Print, Industrials and Live
Events. SAG-AFTRA. Represented by Shirley Hamilton Talent in Chicago. Living
on the Yucatán Peninsula, in southeastern Mēxihco.

Cast Bios
Dylan Cruz as Antonio
Dylan began performing on stage at the age of 5 in church, which eventually led him to pursue
a career in the arts. With passions that include, acting,

writing, singing and photography, you may also find him at a coffee shop or on a plane headed
on the next adventure. An Ensemble member of Vision Latino Theatre Company,
Dylan has performed on stages over the years. He holds credits in TV/Film as well, even his
own original short film and his independent feature. Some work includes: The Dark-TV series,
and the films A Taste of Change, Viktory and The Text.
Sean Patrick Leonard as Bill Nancy
Sean has been a professional actor in Chicago for 20 years. He recently has been seen in
Chicago Med, Fire and Justice. He recently won Best Actor at the Gig Harbor and Twister Alley
Film Festivals for portraying Wayland in the indie breakout-Range Runners. Sean’s directorial
debut “Step One” was the Official Selection of 20 festivals across the country, including wins
of Best of Fest at the 2018 Shawnee Shorts Midwestern Film Festival and Best Dramatic Short
Film at the 2018 Illinois International Film Festival. He was also nominated for Best DirectorDrama at the 2018 Twister Alley Film Festival. His current film Sunrise just got into its 14th
festival and he has three new films debuting in 2020.

Credits
Written & Produced By
KIMBERLY WEHR
Directed By
STEPHANIE JETER
Cinematography By
ASHLEY O’SHEA
Edited By
DIANNE LEE
Sound Design By
JOHN WONG
Original Score By
ALEXA GRÆ

STARRING
Viktory Hill
JAQUIELINE DASILVA
Marcee Hill
TSAGE ROBERTS
Antonio
DYLAN CRUZ
Devon Nancy HOLDEN OCHSENHIRT
Maryanne Nancy KAREN LESIEWICZ
Bill Nancy
SEAN PATRICK LEONARD
Teen Viktory
DESTINY WALTON
Mama Hill
ERIN BARNETT

Credits
Associate Producer

Line Production
1st Assistant Director
Script Supervisor
Casting Associate
Casting Associate
1st AC
Location Sound Mixer
Gaffer
Key Grip
Fight Choreography
Dance Choreography
Production Designer
Art Director
Hair & Makeup Artist
Colorist

DRE ROBINSON
KIARA WOLFE
SOWETO BOSIA
GUSTAVO MARTIN
SARA RATTANI
KIMBERLY WEHR
KIARA WOLFE
CHAN C SMITH
ANDREW MOURATIS
BRAD BREWINGTON
CARLOS CABRERA-MAYOL
CHRIS GREEN
JUSTIN VERISTATE
JAMY MEEK
JENNIFFER J THUSING
ROBERT GOTH
TAMARA CHAVELLE
ADAM SLUTSKY
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Follow
Website: https://reeloddity.wixsite.com/viktorypilot
Facebook: www.facebook.com/viktorypilot

Contact
Viktory was produced by Kimberly Wehr & Kiara Wolfe of ReelOddity,
LLC in partnership with Dre Robinson of Filmzbydre.
Please send all inquirers to ReelOddity,LLC:
reeloddity@gmail.com

